
 

 

Minutes of the Plenaire Vergadering (5) of the FSR FMG ’21- ‘22 

Faculty Student Council of the Faculty of Social and behavioural sciences 

Date: 4th of October 2021 

Location: Zoom/ A1.06 

Present FSR ’21-’22: 

 

Pedro Gonzalez, Joselyn Moran, Alicia Vignali, Natalie Safarova, 

Eirini Symeonidou, Nathan Larigauderie, Zaina Pakabomba, , Leila 

Hammoud, Matthijs van der Scheun, Titus van der Valk, Esra Joo 

Weijenberg 

Absent FSR ’21-22: Anastasiia Anikina,  

Minutes: Lieve Bastiaan 

 

Concept agenda 

1. Opening  

2. Announcements  

3. Setting the concept minutes  

4. Action list  

5. Mail  

6. Updates  

7. Setting the agenda  

8. Topic 1:  Positive psychology and education 

9. Topic 2: First council month 

10. Topic 3: Technical chair for the OV 

11. Topic 4: OV discussion 

12. Topic 5: TAQT training 

13. Any other business 

14. Points for the CSR 

15. Points for the media 

16. Questions and closing  
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1. Opening  

Alicia opens the meeting at 09:10. 

 

2. Announcements  

Titus is 20 minutes late. Natalie might leave early as she has a tutorial at 11:00.  

Matthijs was at the PC meeting with Titus and Eirini, the students from the BoS wanted to join 

the meetings sometime. Esra and Anastasiia are not present and did not mandate anyone. The 

council is reminded that zoom is not when you do not want to wake up early, its only for when 

you have symptoms or have another good reason.  

 Zaina and Nathan join online.  

 

3. Setting the concept minutes of PV  

The minutes of the PV of the 28th of September are set without changes.  

4. Action Points  

The action list is updated.  

 

211005-1: Everyone fills in the PR promotion schedule, at minimum everyone should sign up 

for 1. 

Natalie will have a meeting with the VSPA chair tomorrow.  

 

5. Mail 

Pedro has an invite to a meet and greet with alumni from the UvA on October 12th. He will 

forward the email.  

Natalie attended the chair training, she found out that the council needs to forward all emails to 

Lieve.  

Joselyn received an email about a magazine writing about the cheating at psychology and 

subsequent tightening of Proctorio regulations.  

Lieve received an email from the new Social Sciences study assessor, she wants to meet the 

council. Alicia will email and meet with her.  

211005-2: Natalie gets in contact with the OBOV about the training for the study associations.  

 

6. Updates  

Update Titus 

Titus went to the social science meeting yesterday; they met all the PC’s yesterday which was 

helpful.  

 

Closing of J/K building 

Pedro informs the council that half of the J/K building was closed due to ventilation issues. He 

is wondering if the council has any questions about the closing. Alicia is wondering how long 
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this will last and how this impacts students. Pedro knows that they are moving as many classes 

to other places.  

 

Update delegate to the CSR 

• Crossing path --> CSR can't do anything about it 

• Amended and signed the Diversity Commitment 

• Working group for the BSA has been created at the CSR 

o Alicja is the Chair of this working group and she will contact other faculties to 

see if anyone else would like to join her and Titus on this 

• CSR is looking into the USC/UvA collaboration which offers a gym membership to 

first-years and second-years 

o It excludes third-years and first-year masters that were also impacted by the 

pandemic 

o  The CSR is looking for expanding this collaboration to include all students  

 

7. Setting the agenda  

The topics of OV strategy and discussion and TAQT training are added to the agenda.  

 

8. Topic 1: Positive psychology and education 

Matthijs send a meeting piece about this, he expects this project to take longer than a year. He 

would like to create a task force for it. Joselyn thinks it should be a taskforce as it relates to 

many other files such as mental health and education. Eirini would like a more concrete idea 

about what the taskforce would do and what they would discuss. For Alicia it is a vision, with 

policy goals. She also feels like it might be an angle within another file. Eirini would also like 

a clearer statement with how it would change the council. Matthijs started this because he feels 

that the council is working on small details, but no one is focussing on the bigger picture 

together. Zaina agrees that it could be a taskforce, she is aware that there are recommendations 

from psychologists to implement positive psychology.  

 Pedro wonders if everyone in the taskforce will have the same tasks and responsibilities 

or if these will be divided. Matthijs thinks its best to have people focus on what they are good 

at and interested in. Zaina, Joselyn, Eirini, Pedro, Esra , and Titus are interested.  

211005-3: Matthijs sets up a meeting for the positive psychology and education taskforce 

211005-4: The positive psychology and education taskforce is evaluated in a month.  

 

9. Topic 2: First council month (Internal thus will be removed for the set minutes) 

In general, the council felt stressed for the first month but does feel better. The council feels 

communication could be better.  

 

10. Topic 3: Technical chair for the OV  

The council needs to decide an OV technical chair during the PV as the OV is on Thursday.  
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Titus found a good candidate, his name is Elias he knows him from Groen Links, he was party 

leader of Groen Links Texel. He studies Law at UvA. The council will meet him before the 

OV.  

 

11. Topic 4: OV strategy and discussion 

Because there is no time for an OV prep meeting, the council will use the OV time to present 

the topics and the council helps them strengthen their arguments.  

Joselyn starts, she argues that students have been facing issues as the covid regulations are very 

different between classes. This is a huge problem as students already have enough to keep track 

off, this can lead to a lot of mistakes. Joselyn wants to ask the dean for more standard rules and 

regulations. The first being that online options should be made available if at all possible. 

Lectures and tutorials need to be prioritized in rooms where this is possible. Even though we 

are trying to get back to in person education the pandemic is not over. All teachers need to be 

properly informed about the regulations. 

 Alicia says it needs to be clearer that covid is still here, and that students are not staying 

home if they have symptoms. This will also be a better argument than it being confusing. It 

should also be acknowledged that making everything in person is a nice policy but not realistic.  

 Pedro adds that she might say that not all classrooms have the equipment for online 

education. Joselyn adds that the aim is to create a minimum standard across all programmes. 

 Having clear regulations might also make it easier to keep track of which regulations 

work and which do not it the cases increase again. This might make it easier to keep the 

university open if cases do increase again. 

Eirini argues that it is observed that a lot of students need extra assistance, not all students are 

able to afford these services. In order to fil this gap the council has come up with the faculty 

learning centre, students will offer tutoring sessions. This will help students gain work 

experience and will help other to have access to these services. The council is thinking about 

how these students will be compensated. It is different from buddy systems as those do not 

offer academic assistance as this programme would and there is nothing in place to ensure the 

quality of the tutoring. The tutors need an 8 or above as a final course grade, they need a 7.5 

average in the course, there will be a language requirement, and a minimum number of 

sessions to make sure that the students are not abandoned. The private compagnies do not set 

these exact requirements, the summaries given are often incorrect. Students would want to 

tutor for the university as it would look better on their CV’s. The compensation would 

hopeful still be financial. There will be teacher who will be carrying out regular surveys in the 

relevant programmes similar to course evaluations. Joselyn adds that this is what 

tentamentrainingen does. Eirini responds that it would be free of charge. If financial 

compensation does not work, the alternative would be getting the tutors a study active 

certificate. Joselyn adds that there are budget cuts happening at the faculty thus it she believes 

it is hard to get the budget for this initiative. Titus adds that the money might be taken from 
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the quality of education funds. The programme will need a board, this board might be a better 

group to carry out the evaluation of courses.  

 

12. Topic 5: TAQT training 

The council needs to pick their training, there will be a document where people can let the 

council know which trainings they are interested in.  

 

13. Any other business 

Leila has questions about the Dutch lessons, Pedro. Everyone is okay with doing a self-test 

before the OV.  

 

14. Points for the CSR 

No points. 

 

15. Points for the Media 

No points. 

 

16. Questions and Closing  

No questions.  

Alicia closes the meeting at 10:34. 

 

Action list 

210928-1: Esra contacts Robin to have him finish his last tasks. 

210928-2: The PR committee creates a post about the new student health services on campus 

210928-3: Pedro forwards the information about student health services to PR 

210928-4: PR posts the create a course challenge post 

210928-5: PR shares the promotion schedule for PR 

210921-3: The entire council looks over the budget and leaves comments 

210921-4: Esra creates a draft budget 

210921-8: Mental health file holders come up with OV ideas. 

210914-9: The Nathan and Anastasiia make sure they are in contact with their PC, if they are 

not, they should contact the 20-21 council member that had the PC before them. 

211005-1: Everyone fills in the PR promotion schedule, at minimum everyone should sign up 

for 1. 

211005-2: Natalie gets in contact with the OBOV about the training for the study associations. 

211005-3: Matthijs sets up a meeting for the positive psychology and education taskforce 

211005-4: The positive psychology and education taskforce is evaluated in a month. 

 

Pro Memorie 

160405-6: Updates of the chairman, delegate and committee chairpersons shall be sent no 

later than 24 hours before the PV.    

160426-8: The AS / chair forwards e-mails about OWI meetings under the heading 
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Confidential.    

160915-1: PR maintains an internal promotion schedule and keeps the PV informed.    

161027-1: Everyone authorizes someone who is absent from the PV by sending an e-mail to 

the DB.    

161013-3: Everyone thinks about a time schedule of his/her files and discusses it in the CV’s.   

162112: If the FSR discusses something with education directors that is relevant to the 

domain, it must be communicated to the relevant OC/ODC.    

170124-1: The AS answers every email that it is passed on to the file holder and that he/she 

will answer it.    

170124-2: Everybody puts the AS in the CC when responding to emails.    

171013-7: Everyone puts updates of workgroups (that do not fall under one a certain 

committee) in a reply to all in the PV agenda mail.    

171107-7: Everyone reads the CSR agenda prior to the PV.    

171212-2: Everyone keeps his/her file archive on the drive updated.    

171212-5: Everyone likes the FB and Instagram posts.    

190212-7: All OC listeners ensure a good communication with the OC’s (requesting them to 

send minutes, advices, to transparent about issues in the programs).    

190923-12: Every council member writes an update after having been to an OC meeting when 

needed. 

200901-1 Every expense above 50 euros should be brought up during the PV 

200915-1 The situation regarding the corona virus in relation to CoBo’s is revaluated. 

200901-2: The council discusses the availability of rooms again after the UvA announces 

their plans regarding on-campus activities.  

201212-1 The council discusses the promotion platform again when the timeline is clear. 

 

 


